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EDITORIAL 

?? PACB? TE, TOBAP? ? ?  !!  

Hope springs eternal in the human heart. I know this, because I’m forever hoping 
for spring to come and release me from the wet, gloomy prison that is a Victoria, 
British Columbia winter. Granted, we may in the main be relieved from shovel duty 
to keep driveways clear, but it’s like living inside a damp Weetabix. Still, the cherry 
blossoms are out now, and soon I’ll be able to take my 54mm figures out in the 
back yard for some H.G. Wells style garden amusement – see you all next month!  -

HAPPY MAY DAY 
COMRADES !!! 

This month marks the 114th anniversary 
of the Haymarket Massacre of Chicago, 
one of the infrequent occasions in the 
United States on which both sides of the 
labor equation have been allowed a full 
and frank exchange of views.  
 
What does this have to do with wargam-
ing? Readers are encouraged to con-
struct their own Haymarket Massacre 
scenarios: it could be done as a minia-
tures game (e.g. RIOT by Irregular 
Miniatures, or a suitably altered DBA 
rule set – De Bellis Vulgaris, perhaps?), 
or as a scenario for Civil Power 
(Strategist #294), or you could create a 
variant for Battle of Seattle. Just remem-
ber to give both sides firearms. 

LATE-BREAKING NEWS: 
TOM SCHOLLE SWEEPS TO VICTORY IN REGION SIX 
 
In a dramatic upset, Tom Scholle narrowly won the post of Regional Director 
of Region Six in a hotly-contested landslide victory. As the votes were re-
ceived and tabulated, it became obvious that Tom had managed to win the 
election by just one vote, though the choice of the voters was unanimous.  
 
We congratulate Director-elect Tom – boy, it was a close one, though there 
was never any question of the outcome – and, in lieu of an invitation to the 
Inaugural Ball, we are looking forward to his future accounts of what’s shak-
ing gamingwise in Missouri and Kansas. 
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TO JOIN OR RENEW 
 

Annual membership dues for regular membership 
are $15.00 if you live in the USA or one of its 
imperial possessions, US$18.00 if you live in 
Canada or Mexico and US$25.00 if you live out-
side of North America. Additional persons living 
at the address of a regular member may join as 
Affiliate Members for US$1.00 per year. Affili-
ates are voting members of the Society but do not 
receive copies of the Strategist. Send a cheque or 
postal money order payable to "SGS" to: George 
Phillies, 87-6 Park Avenue, Worcester MA 
01605.  
 
New members get a 12-issue subscription to the 
Strategist, a coupon good for 25% off direct pur-
chases from Games USA, GRD, Avalanche Press, 
and Moments in History, and another coupon 
good for 25% off purchases from Stratamax.  
 
Two ways to extend your membership without 
paying are to recruit new members into the SGS 
or to write for Strategist. You will be credited 
with a one-month extension for every member 
you recruit or every 2/3 of a page of your material 
as it is published in Strategist. 
 

SUBMISSIONS 
 

Articles for Strategist are most welcome! The 
press date for the next issue of Strategist is the 
20th of the month of the current issue. Material 
should be sent to the Editor. Electronic submis-
sions via e-mail plain ASCII format are even 
more welcome. Electronic submissions via a 
mailed floppy disk (again plain ASCII format) are 
OK too; I can take either PC or Macintosh for-
matted disks. Typed or laser-printed manuscripts 
will be scanned and so should be prepared in 
column widths of nor more than 4”, single-spaced 
with a blank line between paragraphs, using a 9-
10 point serif font like Times New Roman (the 
same as this paragraph). Handwritten manuscripts 
(except for short want ads) and items printed on 
dot-matrix printers cannot be scanned and so are 
not acceptable. If you are sending some form of 
graphic material, e.g. diagrams or game compo-
nents, please submit clean black-and white origi-
nals suitable for scanning. 
 

SGS PUBLICATIONS 
 

Back issues of Strategist are available as a serv-
ice to members, for US$1.00 each. Many back 
issues are available, going back over 25 years to 
the founding of the Society. Beginning with Vol. I 
(1973), we have many of the following still avail-
able: V.1#3-5.8; V.2#4,5,7-12; V.3#4,5; V.4#1-3, 
5-12; V.5 all; V.6#1-5, 7, 9-12; V.7#1-4, 6, 7, 10, 
12; V.8.#2, 4, 9-11; V.9#1, 10; V.10#1-4, 7-11; 
V.11#1, 3-12; V.12#1-6, 8, 10-12; V.13#1, 3, 5-
12; V.14#1-10. Some more recent issues are 
available: write George Phillies for details (back 
issues less than two years old sell for US$1.50). 

Pimper's All The World's Wargames By game 
collector Jeff Pimper, the four volumes of this 
labor of love list the title, publisher, year pub-

lished, and descriptive for over 2,000 published 
board wargames. Volume I (1958-77), Volume II 
(1978-83), Volume III (1984-88), Volume IV 
(1989-95). Volumes are US$4.00 each and are 
available from George Phillies. 

The Wargamer's Encyclopediac Dictionary: 
Definitions and some longer essays for over 400 
words and phrases unique to the hobby. This 
volume provides a thorough coverage of our 
hobby's slang and history. Cost US$4.00 from 
George Phillies. 

TREASURER’S REPORT 

February 20 – March 18, 2000  
Since the previous report, we have had 20 new or 
renewed memberships. Membership presently 
stands at 113.  If you go to www.
seriouslyfungames.com, you can now join the 
SGS via electronic funds transfer through BuyPal.  
This money eventually moves to the SGS bank 
account. In the short term, that money stays in the 
BuyPal Account (which is backed by CitiBank 
among others) and appears in the following as a 
receivable. 
 
Total of Treasury and All Advance Accounts 
2/20/2000 ……………………………......$2347 
Treasury Balance 2/20/2000 ………….....$2486 
New Members (12): Craig Massey, 3 Dillaway, 
Wakefield MA 01880; Games Unlimited, 211  
Murray, Pittsburgh, PA 15217; Phil Reynolds, 
2896 Oak Street, Sarasota FL 34237; Patrick 
Menard, 1839 Hartley, Lincoln NE 68521; 
Mitchell Stern 8800 Pine Pitch, Las Vegas NV 
89143; Michael Allen, 100 Hebride Court, Cary 
NC 27513; Joe WIllette, 27306 North Sandgates, 
Mechanicsville MD 20659; Neil Carr, 408  
Fulton, Denton TX 76201; Paul Gifford, POB 
350115, Westminster CO 80035; Peter  
Giakoumis, 58-69 Fresh Pond, Maspeth NY 
11378; Mark Johnson, 21609 Bedford Way,  
Santa Clarita CA 91350; Allen Rothberg, 745-19 
Conklin, Farmingdale NY 11375……….....$180 
Renewals (8): Stanford, Oates, Davidson, Busis, 
Stuy, Raymond, Bernard, Nies…………....$117 
Interest...………………………………….......$2 
Back Issues……………………………….....$20 
To former Membership Secretary..................-$34 
To former Publisher (2/25/2000, for Dec and 
Jan -S-, plus other stamps)………….……..-$204 
To Publisher Greg Schloesser..............…....-$300 
To Publisher Brian Train.........……..............-$34 
Treasury Balance 3/18/2000 ……………. $2232 
Very Old Publisher's Adv. Acct. 3/18/00 ...... $34 
Publisher Phillies Adv. Acct.  3/18/00 ( Old + 
stamps, copying - payment in full)…………......0 
Publr. Schloesser Adv. Acct.(2/25/00+300).$300 
Publisher Train Advance Account (3/4/2000 in 
lieu of year costs for current members)……...$34 
Accounts Receivable (BuyPal)..........…........-$90 
Total, Treasury + all Adv. Accts 2/20/00 ...$2510 
Treasury includes Special Fund for the Advance-
ment of the Society …………………………...$7 
 
George Phillies (Treasurer, SGS) 
Worcester, MA, March 18, 2000  
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GAMERS’ CHOICE AWARDS 
 
The Strategy Gaming Society is ex-
tremely proud and excited to announce 
the finalists for the 2000 Gamers’ Choice 
Awards, a set of awards which recog-
nizes outstanding strategy board games. 
These awards are sponsored by the Strat-
egy Gaming Society, and recognize out-
standing strategy games from around the 
world in two main categories: 1) General 
Strategy Games (Multi-player and 2-
Player); and 2) Historical Simulation 
Games. 
 
Eligible games are those released on 
January 1st or after of the preceding cal-
endar year up until the end of the respec-
tive year.  Winners are announced on 
June 1st of each year. This year’s nomi-
nees are: 

 
GENERAL STRATEGY GAMES 

There are two separate committees han-
dling the respective awards, each being 
comprised of knowledgeable, respected 
and prominent members of the hobby.   
The GCA has tapped a wide variety of 
individuals from several different coun-
tries, giving a broad perspective into 
games and the gaming hobby.  Particular 
emphasis was given in selecting individu-
als who are already active in the review-
ing of games and have their finger on the 
pulse of the gaming hobby. 
 
Serving on the General Strategy Games 
committee are:    
 
Greg Aleknevicus: Canada; Experienced 
game reviewer 
Ben Baldanza:  United States; Experi-
enced game reviewer 
Frank Branham:  United States; Editor 
of The Games Dumpster website 
Mike Clifford:  Great Britain; Contribut-
ing Editor of Counter Magazine 
Stuart Dagger:  Great Britain; Editor of 
Counter Magazine 
Ronald Hoekstra:  Netherlands; Editor 
of Spelmagazijn games international web-
site 
Alan How:  Great Britain; Contributing 
Editor of Counter Magazine 
Andreas Keirat:  Germany; Experienced 

game reviewer for Luding 
Herb Levy:  United States; Founder of 
the Gamers Alliance 
Steffan O’Sullivan:  United States; Ex-
perienced game reviewer 
Peter Sarrett:  United States; Editor of 
The Game Report magazine 
Greg Schloesser:  United States; Editor 
of The Westbank Gamers website 
Mike Siggins:  Great Britain; Review 
Editor of G3 magazine;  Reviewer for 
Counter magazine and The Games Cabi-
net website 
Mik Svellov:  Denmark; Editor of Brett 
& Board international website 
 
Serving on the Historical Simulation 
Games committee are: 
 
David Carroll:  United States; Experi-
enced Playtester and Reviewer 
Danny Holte:  United States; Experi-
enced Game Reviewer 

Walt O’Hara:  United States; Experi-
enced Game Reviewer and Designer 
Eric Pass:  Canada; Experienced Re-
viewer and Designer 
Dr. Peter Perla:  United States; Game 
designer, reviewer and author of The Art 
of Wargaming 
Alan Poulter:  Great Britain; Editor of 
Web-Grognards website 
Allan Rothberg:  United States; Experi-
enced Game Reviewer 
Markus Stumptner:  Austria; Experi-
enced Game Reviewer 
Jim Werbaneth:  United States; Editor 
of Line of Departure 
 
For a detailed look at the Committee 
members and their qualifications, please 
visit the SGS website at:  
http://pages.about.com/strategygames.  
 
A direct link to the Gamers’ Choice 
Awards Page is:  
http://pages.about.com/strategygames/
wizze.html 
 
The Gamers’ Choice Awards are truly 
international in scope and are a tremen-
dous tool in helping to promote outstand-
ing games to the public.  
 

GAME DESIGNER COMPANY 

Chinatown Karsten Hart-
wig 

Alea 

Mamma Mia Uwe Rosenberg Abacus Spiele / 
Rio Grande 

Mit List und 
Tücke         

Klaus Palesch Berliner Spiel-
karten 

Ra  Reiner Knizia Alea / Rio 
Grande Games 

Stephenson’s 
Rocket 

Reiner  
Knizia 

Pegasus / Rio 
Grande Games 

Die Sternen-
fahrer von 
Catan 

Klaus Teuber Kosmos 

Tikal Kramer / Kies-
ling 

Ravensburger/ 
Rio Grande  

Torres Kramer / Kies-
ling 

FX / Rio Grande 

Union Pacific Alan  R. Moon  Amigo / Rio 
Grande 

Vinci Philippe 
Keyaerts 

Descartes 

MULTI-PLAYER CATEGORY 

TWO PLAYER CATEGORY 

GAME DESIGNER  COMPANY 

Isi Corné van Moor-
sel  

Cwali 

Kontor Michael Schacht Gold Sieber 

Lost Cities Reiner Knizia Kosmos / Rio 
Grande  

Schotten Tot-
ten. 

Reiner Knizia ASS 

GAME DESIGNER COMPANY 

Paths of Glory Ted Raicer GMT 

Totaler Krieg Steven Kosa-
kowski/ Alan 
Emrich 

Decision Games 

War Galley Richard Berg GMT 

Chariot Lords  Charles Vasey  Clash of Arms 

Burma  Dean Essig  The Gamers 

Last Days of the 
Grand Armée    

 OSG 

River of Death  Richard Berg  GMT 

Tigers in the 
Mist  

Ray Freeman  GMT 

Vimeiro Rob Markham  Markham De-
signs 

HISTORICAL SIMULATION 
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Reprinted by permission from the Fine Games Up-
date Newsletter:< www.finegames.com>. 

 

F I N E   G A M E S   N E W S 
 
SUCCESS IS COSTLY this time of 
year. As the 17 April tax deadline ap-
proaches, we hope that you don't share 
our experience. That is, despite paying 
more estimated taxes than ever before, we 
still owe thousands. Ah, the cost of free-
dom. 
 
FINE GAMES SPRING 2000 
PRINTED CATALOG hit the mails be-
ginning 6 March. These were sent to all 
active customers. Prior to that, we took 
pains to insure that each was properly ad-
dressed and that we have your current 
contact info on file. 
 
We still have plenty of these on hand. If 
you'd like one, the cost is $3. What you 
get is the most complete listing of our 
available inventory ever mailed -- a 48pg 
catalog listing 1,641 unique gaming items 
plus our magazine-only inventory. Again, 
if you want a copy, they are $3 or free 
with an order. 
 
These catalogs are valuable to you, our 
customers, and to us. Yet we're surprised 
to discover that 90% of our customers are 
now online. And preparing and mailing 
these catalogs is an expensive endeavor, 
and the info they contain quickly become 
stale (in the minds of those working on 
Internet time). There's got to be a better 
way....  
 
ADDRESS PROOFING AND YOUR 
PRIVACY. We emailed or mailed all 
customers of record in late February to 
insure that we have your current contact 
info. We repeat our pledge to protect your 
privacy; we do not sell or trade this confi-
dential info with any other organization. 
 
PAYPAL SIGN UP BONUS is still 
available. Currently, you will get a $5 
cash credit from PayPal immediately, and 
a further $2 trade credit from Fine Games, 
when you sign up using this link: https://
secure.paypal.com/refer/pal=m.dean%
40finegames.com.  PayPal is a very con-
venient service allowing domestic (USA) 
customers to email money quickly and 

painlessly to anyone with an email ad-
dress. It costs nothing, You simply draw 
in money from your chequing account or 
credit card, then "beam" money to your 
chosen recipient. Here at Fine Games, we 
regard PayPal payment as a cash payment 
and can ship as soon as payment acknowl-
edgment arrives. Thus, it’s as fast as 
credit cards but counts as a cash payment. 
 

I N D U S T R Y   N E W S 
 
ANOTHER ROUND OF PRICE IN-
CREASES this month. Multi-Man in-
creased their prices on virtually all of the 
AH titles they now control. Perhaps the 
harsh reality of the royalty arrangement 
they made with Hasbro hit home. Our 
prices for the bulk of these ASL items 
either remained the same or decreased. 
 
Both GMT and Decision Games an-
nounced significant (and suspiciously 
similar) decreases in the discounts they 
allow distributors and dealers. The net 
effect to us is to increase costs by about 
10% for both companies' products. And in 
the case of GMT, we may not be able to 
buy direct from them which may hinder 
our providing quick service to this fine 
line of games. Quite frustrating, all in all. 
One step backward. 
 
Similarly, Wizards of the Coast/TSR 
(remember, a Hasbro subsidiary) an-
nounced that they, too, are decreasing the 
discount allowed to the hobby distribution 
system. While this has negligible impact 
on us, this will have a significant cumula-
tive impact on the industry as a whole. 
Their products represent a plurality of 
those sold through distributors and retail-
ers, and there is just no avoiding them. 
One step back, no step forward. 
 
SEVERAL DISTRIBUTORS ARE 
AGAIN CARRYING ASL PROD-
UCTS. You may see MMP's new designs, 
and the balance of the AH Advanced 
Squad Leader line, in retail stores again 
as a result. Unfortunately, the discounts 
MMP allows distributors is such that only 
dedicated stores, and those charging full 
list price, can buy in this manner. One 
step forward, one step back. 
 

 
MMP ASSERTS COPYRIGHT 
CLAIMS, befuddling the Advanced 
Squad Leader (ASL) world. Curt Shilling, 
the savior of the ASL line and MMP main 
man, asserted in a ASL emailing list post 
(reprinted in View from the Trenches 
#29/30) that MMP has exclusive license 
to all trademarks and copyrights related to 
ASL products. In Curt's view, this in-
cludes all intellectual property associated 
with ASL such as the term "Advanced 
Squad Leader or ASL",..."hex center art-
work, counter artwork, etc." If "third 
party" companies such as Critical Hit and 
Heat of Battle won't pay royalties for the 
use of such intellectual property, MMP 
will sue (and apparently already has). 
 
The case of what is "intellectual property" 
here, and even more so whether our pat-
ent law is out of whack, can be argued. 
But the real bottom line here is that Has-
bro has money & lawyers; Critical Hit, 
Heat of Battle and other publishers do 
not. For small publishers to fight is sui-
cide; to not fight is suicide. What's the 
choice? 
 
The long term impact, it seams to me, is 
that production of "third party" ASL ma-
terial will be sharply curtailed. Sales of 
existing stock may even be prevented. 
Multi-Man market share climbs from 60% 
to 90%. And our choice of ASL products 
drops to the 2-4 that MMP can produce in 
a year. Two steps back. 
 
A good part of MMP's motivation here is 
the "$40-50,000" in royalties they've just 
paid Hasbro, as Curt acknowledged. 
That's a lot of ASL that must be sold, es-
pecially when the rules set and Beyond 
Valor are both out of print. MMP does 
need to recover their costs over time. But 
what we're seeing is, in my view, the 
hobby self-destructing through internec-
ine squabbling. 
 
THE GAMERS IN 1999. Dean Essig 
provided one of the most candid explana-
tions of a game company's operational 
results since Jim Dunnigan wrote about 
SPI in the '70s. The article I refer to is in 
the current issue of Operations (#36). In 

(Continued on page 5) 
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brief, "[The Gamers] lost some ground 
in 1999." 
 
Their sales declined by 10% in $ from 
'98, 14% in games (26% since '96). 
They struggle with an inventory on a 
few older games they can't move. Their 
net cash flow has been negative for 2 
years running. And now, they are diver-
sifying into vending a broad range of 
other publishers' games at a 30% dis-
count, this providing 18% of their in-
come. Hum. 
 
I mention all this because Dean pro-
vided such good insight into a game 
publisher in 1999 and what hard work 
it is to make a go of it in this small end 
of a small hobby. And, in the Gamer's 
case, a stand-alone game publisher try-
ing to sell direct to a customer base of 
no more than 8,000 gamers. 
 
HIGHER SHIPPING COSTS ON 
THE WAY. While UPS has not yet 
elected to impose a special fuel sur-
charge on all shipments, it does reserve 
the right to do so. We're rather sur-
prised they haven't already. But with 
fuel costs having escalated substantially 
and projected to remain high through 
the summer -- and this being one of 
UPS's two largest costs, it is only a 
matter of time. Increases in UPS ship-
ping costs, together with increases in 
the average box size and weight for 
new game releases -- Acquire 3rd 
weighs 3.4# -- are having a notable im-
pact in Fine Games' own shipping 
costs, too. 
 
TAXING THE INTERNET, again: 
As reported in the last Update, a con-
gressional commission was to make 
recommendations as to how Internet 
transactions should be taxed, if at all. 
Instead, no consensus was ever reached 
and the commission will merely send 
multiple options to congress. At the 
same time, the states have increased 
their pressure for some form of nation-
wide, uniform sales tax. And there *is* 
general support to prevent any Internet 
access or usage taxation. 
 
Written by Michael Dean, and reprinted by per-
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MILITARY MOVIE STAR 
PROFILE: 

Stanley Baker (1927-76) 
 
Born in Wales, Stanley Baker usually 
played tough guys. He was too young 
to join up in World War Two but made 
his film debut at age 16 in Undercover 
(aka Underground Guerrillas), a 1943 
propaganda film about Yugoslavian 
partisans. Next to The Guns of Nava-
rone, his best-known war film is Zulu. 
Not only did he star in this film, he also 
produced, and was so determined to see 
the project through he sank most of his 
own money into the project.  
 
Other Zulu trivia bits: Because the Zu-
lus who were playing the extras in the 
film had never seen a movie (this was 
1964), Baker held an outdoor screening 
of a Gene Autry movie for them so they 
would have an idea of what movies 
were all about. Also, if you look care-
fully, in some scenes you can see the 
attacking Zulus wearing wristwatches! 
 
His war/historical movies include:  
Undercover, Captain Horatio Horn-
blower, The Red Beret, The Cruel Sea, 
Hell Below Zero, A Hill in Korea, Alex-
ander the Great, Guns of Navarone, 
Zulu, The Last Grenade. 

RC HOBBIES 
www.hobbiesandgames.com 

Board Games – Role Playing Games – 
CCGs – Magic – Start Trek – Star Wars – 

Battletech – Middle Earth  
and much more! 

 
(5% discount on all orders for SGS members) 

 
RONALD CHARITY, JR. 

3739 Lowell Road 
Cleveland Hts., OH 44121 

 
Phone: (216) 381-5009  Fax: (216) 691-0526 
E-mail: RChobbies@hobbiesandgames.com 

Lieutenant Chard (Stanley Baker) di-
rects the redneck deployment in Zulu. 
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TAJ MAHAL 
 

-review by Greg J. Schloesser 
 
Taj Mahal is Reiner Knizia's latest de-
sign ... although he releases SO many 
games it is difficult to ever say with 
certainty what his latest game truly is! 
Reiner is a master at blending various 
mechanics and scoring mechanisms, 
and he has used this talent to great ef-
fect in Taj Mahal.  The game is re-
leased internationally by Alea, a divi-
sion of Ravensburger.  Here in the 
United States and in other English-
speaking countries, it is being released 
under the Rio Grande Games label and 
is completely in English. 
 
The components of the game, as is to 
be expected from most German compa-
nies and Rio Grande Games, are top 
notch and durable.  Such components 
help make the game so much more en-
joyable. 
  
There are so many factors involved that 
the game is a bit cumbersome to ex-
plain to players, but it easily under-
stood after one or two rounds of play.  
In Taj, players are vying for control of 
various individuals within the court of 
the Grand Moguls, as well as political 
and military influence in the various 
regions of India.  This contest takes the 
form of card play, which has a distinct 
"Poker" feel to it.  To quote Kenny 
Rogers, "You have to know when to 
hold 'em, know when to fold 'em!".  
This is so true in this game as proper 
card management is the KEY to vic-
tory.  
 
The board depicts twelve regions, each 
of which will be resolved by card play.  
Twelve numbered province tiles are 
placed randomly in the regions, estab-
lishing the order of their resolution.  
These tiles also depict one or two com-
modities (gems, wheat, etc.) and can be 
captured, thereby earning victory 
points.  There are also various chits 
which are distributed randomly in the 
fortress spaces of the various regions.  
These chits depict commodities, or 
award victory points or extra cards to 

all cards he played that round.   
 
If the withdrawing player did, indeed, 
possess the most symbols in one or 
more categories, he gets to place into 
the contested region a number of pal-
aces equal to the number of categories 
he captured.  Most regions have four 
spaces (representing cities or for-
tresses) upon which palaces may be 
placed, so it is quite possible, and even 
likely, that one or more players will be 
unable to place palaces in that region.  
When placing palaces, a player may 
take any chit which is on the space 
upon which he places a palace.  A 
player scores 1 and only one victory 
point for placing a palace, even if he 
places more than one palace on a turn.  
He may also score victory points based 
upon any chits he acquired. 
 
The placement of a palace must be con-
sidered carefully.  It is tempting to 
place them so you can acquire a chit, 
but there are also long-term scoring 
possibilities to consider.  If a palace 
connects via road to another of your 
palaces in a different region, an addi-
tional victory point is scored.  Addi-
tional victory points are scored for each 
region you connect to in such a fashion.  
So, if you place a palace which con-
nects via uninterrupted roadway to your 
own palaces in three different regions, 
you score a total of four points ... one 
for placing the palace, and one each for 
the three different regions it connects 
to.  So, one must carefully choose the 
location(s) upon which to place palaces 
so as to optimize future points when 
subsequent regions are resolved.  Of 
course, you can also place palaces to 
hinder your opponent's efforts at form-
ing these links.  So there is, indeed, a 
nasty element involved in the place-
ment choices! 
 
Commodities are scored a bit differ-
ently.  Each commodity chit captured 
scores a victory point, plus an addi-
tional point for each commodity you 
already have in your possession which 
matches the one just captured.  Since 
the province tiles, which are captured 
by having the majority in the most ele-
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those players who capture them. 
 
There are also four individuals players 
contest for in each territory: Vizier 
(green), General (purple), Monk 
(orange) and Princess (yellow).  Fi-
nally, there is the Grande Mogul him-
self, represented by a golden crown.  
These may be captured for each region 
and are held by the players.  They are 
replenished from a general supply for 
each region when it is contested. 
 
Each player is dealt six cards to begin 
the game.  Each card comes in one of 
four colors (green, purple, yellow and 
orange), as well as white, and depicts 
one to two symbols which correspond 
with the four individuals in the court 
and/or the Grand Mogul.  Most cards 
also depict one or two elephants, which 
are used to contest for the province 
tiles.  
 
Nine cards (or seven, if playing with 
just four players) are placed face-up in 
a row by the board.  These cards will be 
selected by the players to re-fill their 
hands during the course of play for 
each region. 
 
On a turn, the start player (which ro-
tates for each region) begins by playing 
one colored card, OR one colored card 
coupled with a white card, which acts 
as a 'wild' card.  Each player, in turn, 
then does the same, choosing which 
colored card they wish to play.  Players 
continue to play cards in this fashion 
until the region is settled.  Any future 
cards a player plays during the round 
MUST be of the same color as the one 
he led the round with. 
 
When a player has his turn, he has the 
option of playing cards as described 
above, or withdrawing.  When a player 
withdraws, if he has more of one or 
more types of symbols showing on his 
cards than any of his opponents, he 
may take the appropriate tile and/or 
individual tokens.  For example, if Jon 
elect to withdraw and has more 'orange 
monks' showing than any other players, 
he may take the orange monk token and 
place it before him.  He then discards 
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Orange (Monk):  The colored card 
played along with this card need not 
match the color of the initial card which 
the player played. 
 
The hold on these special cards is tenta-
tive, however.  As soon as another 
player acquires two identical court to-
kens corresponding to the special card, 
he may take that card from its present 
owner.  So, use 'em while you have 'em! 
 
The final special item to be acquired is 
the crown.  Normally, a player may not 
place a palace on a city or fortress al-
ready occupied by a palace.  The crown 
allows one to do just this.  Initially, it 
seems to be a very weak power, but it 
can be critical, especially when attempt-
ing to form the uninterrupted line of pal-
aces.  
 
The final action of a withdrawing player 
is to select two of the face-up cards with 
which to replenish his hands.  This se-
lection is critical, as it will help deter-
mine the future card plays of the play-
ers.  Ideally, one must concentrate on 
accumulating cards of one or two colors 
so that he will be able to "stay the 
course" and win the battles he sets out 
to win.  Poor selection of these cards 
will doom the player to failure. 
 
A player may opt to withdraw before 
playing ANY cards.  As a consolation, 
he gets to draw a card from the face-
down deck in addition to the two cards 
from the face-up row.  However, the 
player cannot place any palaces and 
does not earn any victory points. 
 
Following each round, the row of nine 
(or seven) cards is replenished, as are 
the "court" tokens.  The game continues 
in such a fashion until all twelve regions 
have been resolved.  A final scoring 
round is then held wherein players re-
ceive: 
 
1 point for each "white" card they hold 
in their hands; 
1 point for each "special power" card 
they hold; 
1 point for each card of the color of 
which they have the most cards. 
 

The player with the highest total wins. 
 
Whew!  That took quite a bit to explain.  
In reality, however, the game isn't that 
difficult to understand.  However, it 
does involve some deliciously tough 
decisions and choices throughout.  One 
must, as stated earlier, know when to 
remain in the card play battles and go 
for victory, or withdraw and cut one's 
losses.  The more cards you must play 
to capture the tiles and tokens you de-
sire, the fewer cards you will have for 
the next round and the less likely you 
will be able to place palaces in the loca-
tion(s) you desire.  When placing the 
palaces, do you go for the special 
"chits" or place for the long-term in 
hopes of developing long, uninterrupted 
connections of palaces?  Do you con-
centrate on acquiring the court tokens so 
you can gain the special power cards, or 
do you aim for commodity chits and 
province tiles?  Which cards do you se-
lect to replenish your hand?  It's these 
consistently tough decisions which get 
the adrenaline flowing in me and 
elevates a game to greatness.  So far, 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
 

The Editor, Sir: 
Having received my copy of issue 337 
today at noon, I took the first opportu-
nity to repair to a quiet stall next the 
windows and perused Strategist at my 
leisure, the better to absorb all the sub-
tleties and nuances therein. Bravo and 
huzzah and BtG, by George! Seeing my 
old friend Augustus (Oggie, we called 
him back then) was a most pleasant 
surprise; there was a certain moistness 
to my eyes as I recalled the times we 
misspent together in our youth. But that 
photograph is not a good likeness of 
him, and instead called to mind nothing 
so much as his more fastidious and 
clean-living brother Enzo. Those were 
the 70's, you know.  The world was a 
much different place back then. Enzo 
was shot down and captured by the 
North Vietnamese, and forced to play 
Marlon Brando in their stage production 
of Heart of Darkness.   
 
Your humble and obedient servant etc.,  

(Continued from page 6) 

phant symbols, also depict either one or 
two commodities, these can be quite 
valuable.  For example, if Tom captures 
a 'gems' commodity chit, he scores one 
point for that chit.  Plus, if he had man-
aged to capture two previous province 
tiles which also depict gems, he will 
score an additional two points, totaling 
three for the just acquired gems chit!  
This cumulative effect can have a sub-
stantial scoring impact as the game pro-
gresses and makes the province tiles 
highly sought after and contested. 
 
Over the course of several regions, if a 
player manages to capture two of a par-
ticular individual court tile (vizier, 
monk, general or princess), he returns 
these two tokens to the general supply 
and earns the matching 'special power' 
card.  These cards give the owner a 
special power which he can use once 
during the resolution of each round.  
These cards are played just like the 
white "wild" cards; i.e., they must be 
played along with a colored card.  The 
powers are:  
 
Purple (General):  Gives an extra ele-
phant symbol during card play. 
Green (Vizier):  Gives an extra 'crown' 
symbol during card play. 
Yellow (Princess):  Gives an immediate 
+2 victory points each time it is played. 
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STALIN'S TANKS PLUS ONE 
(game variant by Brian R. Train – previ-
ously published in Vindicator magazine) 

 
Stalin's Tanks (ST), Microhistory #3, was 
published by Metagaming in 1980. It was 
designed by Roger Damon, who had ear-
lier published Rommel's Panzers 
(Microhistory #1). In ST the broad sub-
ject is the same - tactical armored war-
fare - but the locale has been shifted to 
the Eastern Front and the system is, in my 
opinion, much improved from the earlier 
game.  
 
As far as I have been able to tell, no vari-
ants etc. for ST have been published, save 
for some designer's notes and errata in 
Interplay #2 and #3. This article contains 
a number of suggestions and additions to 
the game, along with some new units and 
scenarios in which to use them. I think 
these variants add a lot of depth and vari-
ety to the game (not that there wasn't lots 
there before) without making it as compli-
cated and time-consuming as Advanced 
Squad Leader. Use as many or as few as 
you want; I'm assuming you are manly 
men and are used to using the optional 
rules and playing the Advanced Game.  
 
Suggestions for the Existing Rules  
 
1. AT guns should have a Movement Fac-
tor of 0. Even the smallest guns were far 
too heavy to move at the same pace as 
dismounted infantry does in the game. 
Optionally, allow AT guns of 60mm size 
or less to be pushed one hex (only) in the 
First Movement Phase (only).  
2. Some German halftracks carried light 
machine guns. At your option, give them 
an AP factor of 2 and let them always hit 
the target, as infantry units do, with no 
ability to attack armored units.  
3. Most streams in the steppes of Russia 
flow through small gullies (balkas), hence 
their existing effect on movement - but 
the steep sides should give some cover to 
infantry and guns. Double their Defense 
Factor when these units are in these 
hexes.  
4. Where are the tank riders? Let Soviet 
Inf units start the scenario stacked with 
tank or SP gun units. They may not fire 

while loaded on the tank (they are too 
busy hanging on for dear life, and they're 
loaded on vodka anyway). If the vehicle 
they are riding on is destroyed, they are 
destroyed too. Infantry and Machine Gun 
units may attack the riders separately 
from the vehicle: they have a Defense 
Factor of 2 in this case. Tank riders may 
only dismount, never remount, during the 
game. This is done at a cost of three 
Movement Factors (MF) to the carrying 
vehicle, in the Second Movement Phase. 
The infantry do not move further in that 
Phase.  
 
New Units and Rules  
 
26.0 Aircraft  
26.1 Air Superiority. Before the game 
begins, the players determine air superior-
ity as follows: each side rolls one die, 
with the German player applying the Die 
Roll Modifier (DRM) determined by the 
year in which the scenario takes place 
(1941 scenario: +3; 1942: +1; 1943: 0; 
1944: -1; 1945: -3). The high roller has 
air superiority, and the number of sorties 
available to him during the scenario is 
HALF the amount by which he won the 
roll (round fractions down). A tie results 
in no sorties for either side.  
26.2 Aircraft Movement and Attacks. 
Only one aircraft sortie can be on the map 
at any one time. One sortie is made up of 
up to three "passes" by one aircraft coun-
ter over the map, one pass per turn on up 
to three consecutive turns. During one 
pass, the aircraft counter will enter on any 
map-edge in the First Movement Phase, 
and fly in a straight line along the hex row 
it entered on until it stops to attack a unit 
or units in a hex or hexes located in that 
row with its weapons systems, in the Mo-
bile Fire Phase. Any anti-aircraft (AA) 
fire is resolved in the Defensive Fire 
Phase, since this fire may affect the attack 
or drive the aircraft away completely. See 
the AA Fire rules. Aircraft automatically 
"see" and may attack any vehicles or in-
fantry in clear hexes on the map. How-
ever, to attack enemy infantry in woods, 
swamp or building hexes, they must be 
spotted by friendly ground units with a 
clear line of sight to the hex, a maximum 
of four hexes away. The aircraft conducts 
its attacks in the Mobile Fire Phase. It 

then finishes flying off the map, in the 
same straight line, in the Second Move-
ment Phase.  
26.3 Aircraft Weapon Systems. The 
player with air superiority may choose the 
same or different models of aircraft for 
each sortie he flies. Each aircraft carries 
machine guns, plus any one weapons sys-
tem chosen from the other three available.  
26.31 Machine Guns. Any aircraft can 
carry these. These have an AT value of 4 
against open-topped vehicles only (i.e., 
the SU-76, Marder III, trucks, and half-
tracks), an AP value of 6, and may be 
used on any pass, in addition to any other 
weapon system the aircraft carries. The 
aircraft can fire its machine guns at any 
one hex ahead of it in the hex row along 
which it is flying in the Mobile Fire 
Phase, applying only the +3 DRM for a 
moving firer and any other DRM from 
effective AA fire received in the Defen-
sive Fire Phase.  
26.32 Auto-Cannon. Only the German 
player may choose this weapon system, 
and only in scenarios occurring in or after 
mid-1942. (Optionally, allow the Soviet 
player to choose this system in 1945 sce-
narios, as they did field a very few such 
planes.) Aircraft carry a pair of 37mm 
cannon, with an AT value of 10 and an 
AP value of 6. Cannon may be used on 
any pass. The aircraft can fire its cannons 
at any one hex ahead of it in the hex row 
along which it is flying in the Mobile Fire 
Phase, applying only the +3 DRM for a 
moving firer and any other DRM from 
effective AA fire received in the Defen-
sive Fire Phase. The Armor Class of the 
target vehicle is lowered by two levels 
(three if it is open-topped), regardless of 
its actual aspect (since part of the attack is 
on the top armor).  
26.33 Bombs. Any aircraft can carry 
these. They may be dropped only once in 
a sortie. The aircraft can drop its bombs 
on its own or any adjacent hex in the Mo-
bile Fire Phase. There is no roll to hit but 
bombs may scatter as artillery does, and 
the chance of this is increased by effective 
AA fire in the Defensive Fire Phase. The 
effect of aircraft bombs on unarmored 
units is equal to a light artillery barrage. 
Bombs will also automatically disrupt 
(see 14.3) any armored units in the zone 

(Continued on page 9) 
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(Continued from page 8) 

of effect of the bombs, and will destroy 
them on a roll of 4 or less.  
26.34 Rockets. Only the Russian player 
may choose this weapons system, and 
only in scenarios occurring in 1943 or 
later. Rockets may be fired only once in a 
sortie. The aircraft can fire its rockets at 
any one hex ahead of it in the hex row 
along which it is flying in the Mobile Fire 
Phase, applying only the +3 DRM for a 
moving firer and any other DRM from 
effective AA fire received in the Defen-
sive Fire Phase. Rockets have the same 
effect against unarmored units as a light 
artillery barrage, but they do not scatter. 
Rockets can also be fired at an armored 
unit. The aircraft rolls to hit as above, and 
if successful attacks with an AT Factor of 
25. The Armor Class of the target vehicle 
is lowered by two levels (three if it is 
open-topped), regardless of its actual as-
pect (since part of the attack is on the top 
armor).  
26.4 Anti-Aircraft (AA) Fire. This takes 
place in the Defensive Fire Phase. Only 
the following units may conduct this fire: 
Machine Gun Sections; 20mm, 20mm 
Quad, and 37mm AA; and 88mm Flak 
(not Pak). All units automatically have a 
LOS to the aircraft, with no DRM except 
Weapons Accuracy for any units that have 
it. Each unit rolls to hit the aircraft as if it 
were an armored target (the 20mm Quad 
can roll to hit twice). Each hit means that 
the aircraft suffers a +1 DRM in the Mo-
bile Fire Phase (so 2 hits = +2 DRM, etc.) 
if it is trying to attack with MG, cannon, 
or rockets, or a -1 DRM for scatter if it is 
dropping bombs. A total of two cumula-
tive hits will drive the aircraft away and 
end the sortie after its current attack, and 
three cumulative hits will destroy it before 
it can resolve the attack.  
27.0 New Units  
27.1 New Guns. These new guns are in-
troduced for different situations and early-
war scenarios. The AA guns would proba-
bly not be met outside of a rear-area, 
static defense situation.  
20 and 20Q: German 20mm and 20mm 
quadruple-mount AA guns.  
37: Russian 37mm AA gun.  
45: Russian 45mm anti-tank gun. Used 
throughout the war but more common in 
the early years.  

50: 50mm anti-tank gun the Germans 
used until 1942/3.  
27.2 New Vehicles.  
Armored cars: besides being modestly 
armed and armored, these units may 
travel up to twice their movement factor 
on roads. They all have turrets. All mod-
els provided here were used throughout 
the war as reconnaissance and command 
vehicles. The Soviet BA-32 has a 37mm 
gun. The German 234/1 and 234/2 cars 
have a 20mm and 50mm gun respectively.  
Marder III (Mdr III): this German tank 
destroyer was a marriage of a light tank 
chassis with a captured Russian 76.2mm 
gun. Over 2,800 various models were 
built during the war, beginning in the 
spring of 1942. Treat as an open-topped 
SP gun.  
27.3 Trucks (TRK). The counters sup-
plied are generic ones that can be used by 
either side. Trucks can transport infantry, 
MG sections, and anti-tank guns as in 
17.0. Trucks travel twice their MF on 
roads. However, it costs them two MF to 
enter a clear hex and four MF to enter a 
hill, and they may not enter woods, 
swamp, stream (except at the bridge) or 
building hexes.  
27.4 Machine Gun (MG) Sections. This 
unit represents a section of two heavy ma-
chine guns - normally there would not be 
more than one of these per infantry com-
pany (i.e., per 9 Inf counters), unless de-
fending a fortified area. These units are a 
class of infantry unit, except that they 
may not close assault. They may also fire 
at one hex with an AP factor of 6, or two 
adjacent hexes with an AP factor of 3 in 
each hex. Their AP factor is doubled at 
five hexes or less.  
27.5 Cavalry (Cav). These units are like 
ordinary Soviet infantry units, except that 
they are faster (they pay the same terrain 
costs as infantry) and may not make 
ranged attacks on armored units. They 
may make close assaults.  
27.6 Entrenchments (ET). These count-
ers may be placed only at the beginning of 
a scenario, in any hex that is not a build-
ing. Any Inf unit, MG Section, or anti-
tank gun occupying a hex with an ET 
counter doubles its Defense Factor if it is 
a clear hex, or triples it if the hex is 
woods or hill. The unit also gets a +1 
DRM benefit when rolling to survive ar-

tillery barrages or bomb/rocket attacks.  
28.0 New Scenarios  
28.1 Airfield Raid (1944). Part of a Rus-
sian cavalry-mechanized group has bro-
ken through the front and is heading for a 
small airfield, defended by a scratch force 
of mechanics and gunners.  
Forces:  
German: 1(20), 1(20Q), 1(88Flak), 6(Inf), 
2(MG), 6(Mined hexes)  
Soviet: 2(BA32), 2(T34b), 6(T34c), 6
(Inf), 3(Cav)  
Set-up: The German player sets up within 
five hexes of 1617 (the airfield main han-
gar), but the mines can be placed any-
where. Use the Air Units rules and give 
the Germans Air Superiority and two sor-
ties automatically, to reflect that the 
planes based at the airfield have been able 
to scramble.  
Game Length: Six turns.  
First Move: The Soviet player moves 
first, entering all his units on turn 1 any-
where on the east map edge.  
Victory: The Soviet player gets 1 point 
for each tank he exits off the west map 
edge, 1 point for each gun he destroys, 
and 5 points for occupying 1617 with an 
infantry unit at any time during the game. 
The German player gets 1 point for each 
tank he destroys, and 1/2 point for each 
armored car or infantry unit.  
28.2 Route Patrol (1942). A German ve-
hicle patrol on the route between two oc-
cupied villages "bumps" some light Rus-
sian forces trying to infiltrate the front.  
Forces:  
German: 1(234/1), 1(234/2), 2(PzIIa), 1
(PzIIIg), 3(HT), 3(Inf)  
Soviet: 2(BA32), 2(BT7), 3(Inf) or 6
(Cav)  
Set-up/First Move: The German player 
moves first. On Turn 1, the two armored 
cars enter at 0309 in the First Movement 
Phase and follow the road south for at 
least eight hexes. In the Second Move-
ment Phase, either the three tanks or the 
halftracks (with infantry aboard) enter at 
0309 and move south along the road. The 
last group of units will enter at 0309 on 
the First Movement Phase of Turn 2. The 
Soviet player may either take 3 infantry 
and set them up using Hidden Initial 
Placement in any non-clear hexes any-
where on the board (represents a group of 

(Continued on page 10) 
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partisans waiting in ambush: treat them 
as ordinary infantry except that they 
may not make ranged attacks on ar-
mored vehicles) or enter 6 cavalry with 
his vehicles. In either case, the Soviet 
vehicles enter anywhere on the east 
edge on Turn 1.  
Game Length: Six turns.  
Victory: Each side scores 1 point for 
each armored car or halftrack destroyed, 
2 points for each tank destroyed, and 1 
point for each unit exited off the south 
(for the German) or west (for the So-
viet) map edge.  
28.3 Hedgehog Defense (1942). A Rus-
sian combat group descends on a com-
pany-minus strength position defending 
a river ford.  
Forces:  
German: 1(50), 1(75), 2(MG), 6(Inf), 10
(ET), 6(Mined hexes)  
Soviet: 4(T-34b), 2(T-34a), 2(KV-1a), 8
(Inf)  
Set-up: The German sets up all his 
forces within five hexes of 1617. The 
Soviet player will enter from one of the 
four sides of the board (roll on the scat-
ter diagram to see which one).  
First Move: The Soviet player moves 
first.  
German reinforcements: The German 
player rolls two dice before each of his 
First Movement Phases for random rein-
forcements:  
2,3 = 1(Stug-B) or 1(Marder III), Ger-
man player's choice  
4 = one light artillery barrage, to be 
used that turn  
5,6,7,8,9 = nothing  
10 = one heavy artillery barrage, to be 
used that turn  
11,12 = 3(Inf), 3(HT), 1(88 Flak), 1
(Truck)  
The unit or units (if any) enter at 0309 
(or 3124, if the Soviet player entered 
from the north map edge).  
Artillery: Use the Air Unit rules and roll 
for Air Superiority. The German player 
also gets random artillery support, as 
above.  
Game Length: Eight turns.  
Victory: The Soviet player wins by ei-
ther eliminating all the German player's 
original units (i.e., the ones he had at 
set-up)or by having a unit in 1719 on 
the last turn of the game. The German 
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Unit Arma-
ment  

AT  Arm  Mvt  AP  # aval  

German        

Armored Car 234/1  20mm  4  I  8  6  1  

Armored Car 234/2 
(Puma)  

50mm  14  I  7  10  1  

Marder III tank de-
stroyer  

76mm  22  H  6  18  1  

20mm Flak gun  20mm 4  6  0  6  1  

20mm quad Flak gun  4 x 20mm  10  6  0  20  1  

50mm anti-tank gun  50mm 14  6  0  10  1  

HMG Section  2 x heavy 
MG  

4  6  2  6  2  

Russian        

BA-32 armored car  37mm 10  I  8  8  2  

45mm anti-tank gun  45mm  12  6  0  10  2  

Cavalry  small 
arms  

0  5  4  4  6  

HMG Section  2 x heavy 
MG  

4  
 

6  
 

2  
 

6  
 

2  
 

37mm AA gun  37mm 4  6  0  8  1  

Generic       

Truck  none 0  K  8  0  3  

Entrenchment  hole in 
the 

-  
 

-  
 

-  
 

-  
 

12  
 

Airplane (1 for each 
side)  

varies  -  
 

-  
 

-  
 

-  
 

2  
 

Barrage markers  light n' 
heavy  

-  -  -  
 

-  
 

2  
 

New Units Characteristics (underline = Weapon Accuracy)  
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matter) do. Dark and gritty seem played 
out. The cold war backdrop is no more. 
Gibson and the others who predicted 
that massive corporations would come 
to dominate our existence didn't bother 
to predict that they would be friendly 
with smiles.  
 
The World Trade Organization Third 
Ministerial Conference proved that 
there is still outrage. It isn't exactly like 
the "movement" writers envisioned, but 
then again, the mass media of today 
doesn't seem to get it either. This isn't a 
retread of the sixties hippyism. Perhaps 
a retread of 1968 French protest, but of 
a different stripe than the culture of 
love-ins and MLK. There is not a 
charismatic leader to pin blame on or 
defame this time. Much as the Santa 
Clara decision of 1886 gave 
corporations the full rights of "natural 
persons" despite the fact that they are 
legal fictions created to eliminate 

Review of the REAL  
“Battle in Seattle” 

(This appeared on the RPGNet website, written up 
as a LARP (Live Action Role-Playing) game re-
view) 

Battle in Seattle 
(Capsule Review by Bailey Watts on 
12/10/99.) 
Author: dozens of multinationals and 
hundreds of anarchists 
Category: world event 
Company/Publisher: Greed and 
Outrage 
Cost: immeasurable 
Page count: n/a 
Genre tags: Modern-day, Conspiracy, 
Diceless, Live-action  
 
Cyberpunk isn't the hot genre that it was 
in the ‘80s. What seemed futuristic now 
seems dated. We all have access to the 
Internet, or at least those of us who can 
afford computers (who in the eyes of the 
media are the only ones who really 

(Above are the counters for use with the Stalin’s Tanks variants described in this issue 
and the July issue. Copy, clip and mount on cardboard. A better version of the count-
ers can be downloaded from http://www.islandnet.com/~citizenx/Stksctrs.GIF) 

accountability, today's protesters have 
networks instead of leaders with no one 
person being accountable for the 
actions taken. There is no way to hack 
at the roots because the dissident 
organization cannot be likened to a tree 
growing up from a solid base. It is a 
fungus with each part of it desperately 
trying to spread its spores.  
 
Faced with something like this the 
police have to respond on all fronts. 
Vandals and street performers trying to 
get media exposure for the cause cannot 
be easily differentiated by outsider 
police. APVs affectionately called 
"peacekeepers" bring armored peace 
officers to try to instill some semblance 
of order. They are caught up in a battle 
where the stakes are measured in public 
relations. As such they are outsiders 
forced into a war that is not their own. 
Their job was to protect the interests of 
the state meaning to make sure that the 
conference could take place in a nice 
fashion. They could not actively stop 
the protest while keeping the image of 
WTO conference being good for 
everyone intact.  
 
In the end spin doctors such as Time's 
John Leo provided op-ed articles 
dismissing the protesters as fools who 
didn't realize that the ‘60s were over 
and Newsweek released an opinion 
piece, as it often does, as one of its 
news articles relating to the story. Jay 
Leno and other television comedians 
appearing on corporate-owned networks 
make jokes about police attacks on 
"human rights protesters" without 
making mention of the content of the 
protest beyond the fact that there were 
"vegetarians" and "union leaders" 
getting beaten together.  
 
Condemnation of corporate practices in 
modern media can best be seen in the 
movie "The Insider" which is being 
distributed by a media cartel which is in 
direct competition with the cigarette 
companies portrayed.  Throw that into 
your Shadowrun games chummer. After 
all, Seattle is the default setting.  
 
Style: 4 (Classy and well done) 
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ANALECTS OF CONFUSION, PART V 
 

Another Zero-Tolerance Story 
Sayreville, N.J. (AP) - School district officials in Sayreville plan to review a 
zero-tolerance policy governing children’s behavior after four kindergarten-
ers playing cops-and-robbers were suspended for making threats. The pupils 
received the three-day suspensions after the March 15 incident, in which 
they pretended their fingers were guns and said they wanted to shoot each 
other. Classmates overheard this and reported it to a teacher, who told Geor-
gia Baumann, the principal. She followed school district policy on threats 
and suspended the students. “This is a no-tolerance policy. We’re very firm 
on weapons and threats”, said William Bauer, the district superintendent. 
“Given the climate of our society, we cannot take any of these statements in 
a light manner.” Although he supported the principal’s decision, Mr. Bauer 
said the district would review the policy. 
 
And Some Good News, at Last 
(The Daily Telegraph) - Protests from scholars have stopped plans by Brit-
ain's Ministry of Defense to break up its library, one of the greatest collec-
tions of military history in the world. The collection of around 500,000 
volumes and periodicals dating from the end of the 17th century will instead 
be split into three parts in different areas of the country. Military historians 
say this is preferable to proposals to sell the books to dealers. The library, 
housed at the Great Scotland Yard building in London, is accessible to re-
searchers, but chief librarian Richard Searle said no more than 100 scholars 
use it. It was begun in 1698 and contains an unrivaled selection of biogra-
phies, books on battles and strategy, and military information from around 
the world. Although some volumes are duplicated elsewhere, the library 
holds foreign military journals, particularly from Russian, France and Ger-
many, which are not held anywhere else in Britain. It does not however, 
hold the Ministry’s own declassified files, now in the Public Records Of-
fice. Keith Simpson, a former junior defense minister and lecturer, led the 
campaign to prevent the library being broken up. He said that when the Gulf 
War began, Ministry officials, uncertain of the territory they were dealing 
with, discovered much vital background information there. 

UPCOMING GAMING CONVENTIONS 
(as always, we are indebted to member W. Andrew York for these notices.) 

May 2000 
May 19-21 - DeepSouthCon; Jekyll Island GA. Info: POB 1271; Brunswick GA 
31621-1271 
May 26-28 - MisCon; Missoula MT. Info: 205 B Sisson; Missoula MT 59801 
May 26-28 - Oasis; Orlando FL. Info: POB 970992; Maitland FL 32794-0992 
May 26-29 - Gamex 2000; Los Angeles CA. Info: 122 S San Fernando Blvd; 
Burbank CA 90045; ctbrien@earthlink.net; www.strategicon.com 
June 2000 
Jun 1-4 - Lincon; Linkiping SWEDEN. Info: rick_s_chris@hotmail.com 
Jun 3-4 - Project A-Con; Fort Worth TX. Info: 3352 Broadway; Garland TX 
75043; info@a-kon.com 
Jun 9-11 - Consortium; Houston TX. Info: 349 El Dorado, Webster TX 77598, 
www.horizongames.com/consortium/index.html, 281-286-9282 
Jun 9-11 - Florida ConQuest; Ft Lauderdale FL. Info: 3501 Inverray; Ft Lauder-
dale FL 33319 
Jun 10-11 - Blue Water Con; Port Huron MI. Info: 3772 Erie Dr; Fort Gratiot MI  
48059 
Jun 13-18 - Milwaukee Summer Revel; Milwaukee WI. Info: POB 779; New 
Munster WI  53152 
Jun 16-18 - Conjuration; Columbia MO. Info: POB 874; Columbia MO 65205 
Jun 16-18 - SAGA Millenium; Kenner LA. Info: 3544 W Esplanada Ave; 
Metairie LA  70002 
July 2000 
Jul 1 - UK Game Fest; Harlow UK. Info: 264 The Dashes; Harlow Essex CM20 
3RZ ENGLAND 
Jul 13-16 - Origins 2000; Columbus OH. Info: POB 13500; Columbus OH 
90045; 614-856-3976; www.andonunlimited.com 
Jul 21-24 - Convulsion; Leicester UK. Info: enquiries@convivium.compulink.co.
uk 
Jul 28-30 - Rivercon; Louiseville KY. Info: POB 58009; Louisville KY 
40268-0009; RiverConSF@aol.com 
Jul 28-30 - FBICon 2000; Scottsdale AZ. Info: POB1467; Scottsdale AZ 
ter@flyingbuffalo.com 
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